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This paper presents the results of an investigation which identified causes of both pre- and post-harvest crop losses and retail-induced crop losses within Fenland, Cambridgeshire. This study used semi-structured face-to-face interviews with local fruit and vegetable producers. Constructivist grounded theory was utilised for data analysis which revealed aspects not previously identified within academic literature. The causes of crop loss are heavily influenced by external forces situated near the consumer-end of the food supply chain in addition to natural factors, such as weather events, were identified to form a small percentage of loss. While crop loss cannot be totally mitigated; producers appear to use a plethora of strategies including the use of technology to minimise these losses. Producers were found to be directly affected by the high demands of retailers and consumers, however, the significance was found to be dependent on the scale of production and the crop grown. This study establishes the need for new future policies to ensure equality for producers in the UK fresh food supply chain, in addition to the promotion of sustainable food production.
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INTRODUCTION

The issue of waste has gained significant status in recent years as a considerable problem within sustainable growth and development policies. One of the largest waste issues present in the UK is food waste. WRAP (2008) identified the scale of food waste in the UK at approximately 6.7 million tonnes per year, 40% of this waste originates from fresh fruit and vegetables. Transitional changes within the food supply chain have been seen since 1945 (Bourlakis & Weightman, 2003; Ramsay, 2000) wherein agri-food networks have significantly expanded from globalisation and thus have contributed to the rise of retailers
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and supermarkets. This expansion has led to a significant change in ‘market power’ and thus additionally increased the excess margin, directly affecting the prices received by producers (Zachariasse & Bunte, 2003) through asymmetrical price transmission.

Situated in north Cambridgeshire, bordering with Norfolk and Lincolnshire, Fenland covers an area of approximately 200 square miles (Cambridgeshire Fens, 2017) and makes up a small part of the wider area known as ‘The Fens’. The Fens is renowned for its high quality grade 1 soils, accounting for 50% of the total grade 1 soils in England (Fens for the Future, 2017). Fenland was chosen as the area of study for this research paper due to its relatively small area and high agricultural output of wheat, root crops, vegetables and fruits (Natural England, 2015, p.7).

**RESEARCH METHOD**

The formulation of research objectives identified below arose from omissions discovered within academic literature relating to the research aim. The aims seek to investigate the causes of both pre-harvest and post-harvest crop losses and the socio-economic implications producers face arising from such losses.

- Investigate the causes of pre-harvest and post-harvest crop loss in Fenland.
- Investigate whether retailers are a direct cause of crop loss within the food supply chain.
- Identify the socio-economic impacts of crop loss faced by producers.

Due to the investigative nature of this dissertation topic, a qualitative approach has been chosen as the main methodological approach over a quantitative approach. As highlighted by Thorne (2000), qualitative research studies utilise an inductive reasoning approach as opposed to deductive reasoning processes. A process of inductive discovery is used for qualitative research (Gray, 2014, p.16), whereby data are collected and then analysed to distinguish emerging patterns, consistencies and meanings. Thomas (2006) highlights the emergence of patterns, consistencies and meanings may include frequent, dominant and significant themes emerging from the raw data through the interpretations made by the researcher. In light of this, the inductive approach is closely linked to exploratory research, within which the objective of the research is to “develop a hypothesis rather than their testing” (Kothari, 2004).

The research methodology for this study follows a guide illustrated by Gray (2014, based on work by Crotty (1998). For this research study, a constructivist grounded theory was employed which utilises multiple accounts to construct reality and meaning through the interaction between the researcher and the respondent, whilst acknowledging that the positionality of the researcher may lead to a form of bias (Charmaz, 2008, p.402). Constructivist grounded theory has been chosen over other grounded theory methods, due to the recognition that a study cannot be devised without prior knowledge and theories of the topics (Charmaz, 2008) and that a literature review should be used at every stage to enable theory to be constructed.

As there was little theory based on the relationship, and causes of, post harvest losses and the effects on producers within academia and industry, qualitative data collection was utilised in accordance to the constructivist epistemology with interviews as the primary data collection tool. Theoretical sampling was undertaken, whereby participants were
selected as the construction of concepts and theory began to occur. Finally, there was an element of judgemental sampling which occurred within the study, whereby a snowball sampling strategy (Marshall, 1996) was used. Eleven individuals were identified and invited to participate which recruited a total of six interviewees. Prior to the commencement of interviews, a pilot study was undertaken, conducted in an informal environment on a voluntary participant with prior experience of the subject under study. A number of ambiguities were identified within the initial pilot study so minor changes were made, including the addition of open ended questions, in order to satisfy the requirements of the study. All work was undertaken within the SHU guidance for undergraduate studies.

As noted by Charmaz & Belgrave (2012), studies utilising grounded theory approaches combine data analysis with data collection. Memo writing was undertaken immediately after interview, to explain concepts and create links to data whilst relatively fresh. Prior to data analysis, the interviews were transcribed with any uncertainties arising from poor recording marked as “unintelligible word”. Coding was undertaken immediately after the data were transcribed. A coding framework was followed as suggested by Starks & Brown Trinidad (2007) and Charmaz & Belgrave (2012) initially using open coding and later selective coding. This ensured the constant comparison of categories and codes between interviews, highlighting key themes which were then explored in other interviews as part of a reflective process (Scott, 2004).

LITERATURE REVIEW

Food waste is an increasing problem both globally and within the UK. Bond, Meacham, Bhunoo & Benton (2013) recognise the definition of food waste as: “edible food products which are intended for human consumption but have been discarded, lost, degraded or consumed by pests”.

Lipinski et al. (2013) identify areas within the food supply chain where food loss occurs, including:

- Production,
- Handling and storage,
- Processing and packaging,
- Distribution and marketing,
- Consumption.

Although food waste has two sub-definitions, the UK uses food waste as a generic term, covering all food and drink waste/losses throughout the entire food supply chain (Parfitt et al., 2010 and Bond et al., 2013). Food waste can be classified into three different categories: avoidable, possibly avoidable and unavoidable (WRAP, 2009). These categories can be associated with the consumption stages of the food supply chain system and literature from The Economist (2014) identifies 5 stages of the food supply chain system, albeit with subtle differences present with reference to ‘food loss’ and ‘food waste’, where the latter is associated with consumerism and behavioural issues (Parfitt et al., 2010).

Post-harvest food losses (PHL) are the first stages of food loss within the FSC and directly link back to the agricultural production of food food (Lipinski et al., 2013; The Economist, 40
PHL may arise from human-induced factors or from natural factors including drought or excessive rainfall (Segre et al., 2014) which can affect soils, growing conditions, harvesting and planting conditions (Benton et al., 2012). Imperfections arising from poor climatic conditions may cause PHL as crops are not harvested due to a commercial decision. Plant and crop diseases are responsible for the loss of between 10% (Strange & Scott, 2005) and 20-40% (Ficke, Aubertot & Hollier 2012) of global food production.

Amani & Gadde (n.d.) highlight the potential for food spoilage to occur when food reaches its “best before” or “saleable date”. Parfitt et al. (2010) establish the cause of food spoilage can be traced back to whether the product is perishable or not; where horticultural crops (fruits, vegetables, roots and tubers) tend to be much more perishable than cereal and oilseed products (FAO, 1981). Kader (2005); Kiaya (2014) and Parfitt et al. (2010) all confirm that fresh fruit and vegetables are subject to a higher level of perishability than cereals.

A number of advances in technology have enabled PHL to be reduced significantly within ‘developed’ countries. Such methods include: advanced agricultural machinery, cold chain storage systems (Gustavsson et al., 2011; Hodges et al., 2010; Bond et al., 2013; Parfitt et al., 2010; Lipinski et al., 2013 & Kummu et al., 2012) and sophisticated management techniques within logistics (Parfitt et al., 2010; Hodges et al., 2010). Gustavsson et al. (2011) indicate that mechanical damage and spillage are the primary causes of PHL in the UK. Other significant areas of crop loss include grading (Kader, 2005; Kummu et al., 2012) which can be directly linked to quality control procedures set by retailers and losses from poor handling (Kiaya, 2014) where degradation occurs between the farm and distribution stages (Gustavsson et al., 2011).

Supermarkets & Globalisation

Hingley (2005) illustrates the success of supermarkets within the UK, where sales have reached approximately £118 billion. Oosterveer & Sonnenfeld (2012) identify Tesco, Sainsburys, Asda and Safeway (now mostly Morrisons) as the four major retailers operating as oligopolies, accounting for over two thirds of the UK food sector sales (Hingley, 2005, p.65 cited IGD 2003). The buyer power of supermarkets can be used to obtain terms which are more favourable than those available to other competitors (Mills, 2003, p.145) and is linked to economies of scale (Burt, 2000). Supermarket supply chains offer a network for the sale of goods to consumers (Dobson, 2002) with producers being chosen by their willingness to produce under the retailer’s specification at a set price (Burt, 2000).

According to Burt (2000) this is a change from traditional supplier-retailer relationships based on trading principles of negotiation and conflict towards more co-operative and constructive relationships with suppliers. Dobson (2002) however notes that these demands significantly favour retailers at the expense of the supplier or producer, as bargaining power can be used to pressurise suppliers to make concessions on behalf of their customers. The power of information regarding customer purchases has been strategically utilised by retailers to manage the “distribution channel,” (ibid:881), with an emphasis on price to create differentiation in the marketplace (Burt, 2000), shown in Figure 1. Fragmentation of the supply chain significantly affects agricultural producers as
the bargaining power of retailers and supermarkets is increased due to the trade of non-branded products including fresh fruit and vegetables (Consumers International, 2012).
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**Figure 1: Buyer and retailer power differentiation (Consumers International, 2012).**

**Promotions & Discounts**

Simpson (2006) and Mohr & Low (1993) stated that the aims of retailers are to “develop a low-price image and short-term sales increases”. The resulting disparity in terms of profit margins is shown by Mills (2003) whereby retailers make approximately 5-8% profit on sales, whereas the producer and suppliers operate on a 2-3% profit margin.

**Buying Power Abuse**

Buyer power can affect the producer or the supplier considerably, particularly small suppliers, whereby they may sell all of their output to a single chain or retailer (Mills, 2003). In addition to buyer power and globalisation, Dobson (2002) recognises that producers and suppliers are competing on an international scale for the supply of goods to retailers. Furthermore, Howard (2016) and Fishman (2003) highlight that supermarkets and retailers can use international competitors as a bargaining chip to threaten suppliers and coerce them to conform to demands.

**The Power of Consumer Demand**

The on-site interaction with customers means that retailers are much more connected to customers than producers and manufacturers (Simpson, 2006). This enables the generation of knowledge with reference to consumer preferences and thus enables retailers to predict shifts in consumer purchasing behaviour, heavily influencing the promotion of ‘popular’ products (Simpson, 2006 cited Kahn & McAllister, 1997). Oosterveer & Sonnenfeld (2012, p.202), Dobson (2002) & Mills (2003) recognise supermarkets have considerable influence on the consumer in addition to producers and suppliers. As suggested by
Oosterveer & Sonnenfeld (2012) cited Hawkes (2008), the result of technological has enabled suppliers to “create consumer demand, not just meet it,” thus demonstrating the dominance of control of the FSC.

Burt (2000) state that both price and quality perceptions form a special link within the FSC, whereby these affect the retailer’s brand quality in the eyes of the consumer. Within the FSC, buying and retailing power has been associated with the rise of private food safety and quality standards (Henson & Reardon, 2005; Fulponi, 2006 & Reardon et al., 2001). Henson & Reardon (2005) note that such standards are run alongside regulatory systems, however, they are not legally binding and therefore are voluntary. Henson & Hooker (2001, cited Henson & Reardon, 2005) recognise a shift of drivers in the FSC, whereby private standards are gaining dominance over public standards. Stuart (2009, p.102), notes that supermarket standards exacerbate waste and are directly responsible for the rejection of up to 40% of British grown fruit and vegetables, with one cause for rejection including the non-conformity to supermarket cosmetic standards, in addition to surplus stock.

**RESULTS & DISCUSSION**

Results are initially presented as a series of themes as raised by the respondents during the interviews and summarised into conceptual frameworks.

**Crop Losses Pre-Farm Gate**

When asked about the causes of crop loss prior to the crop or product being taken off the farm, all participants identified and stressed that natural causes are one of the main issues for them. Unsurprisingly, weather and climate conditions were a commonly discussed issue for all producers interviewed, whereby incidences of particular weather patterns have directly led to the loss of their crop. One individual recognised the severity of the weather such as hailstorms as an important factor, whereby this can change the extent of the loss from between 5-100% of the total crop. One respondent explicitly stated that such events of inclement weather are rare, however, instances of hail were found to be a cause of crop loss for leek and onion crops particularly when the plants are small. Extreme cases of hail were said to cause “complete write-offs,” of crops.

Cold weather events including frost affecting the crop yield were identified by 3 individuals as an issue for fruit growers, affecting the quality by formation of “rings on the fruit”, while one further added that cold weather periods can lead to the entire crop being wiped out or affected by rots. Higher temperatures were also problematic and one respondent raised “growth cracks where the potato grows very quickly and then it gets a crack in it and there’s nothing you can do about that”. Pathogens were raised by 2 respondents as occurring independently of weather and affecting fruit crops and one interviewee stated “there is just a natural rot which occurs within the orchard”. Fungal disease for strawberry plants such as Phytophthora were said to create a significant impact on the yield of the crop and led to reduced resistance capabilities of the plant to further disease.

Disease was revealed to be a common cause for the loss of both fruit and vegetable crops. The extent of loss due to potato blight reduced yield in one case from 22-23 to about 14 tonnes per acre. A level of natural mortality was widely spoken of within interviews. Two participants who noted this described mitigation through the calculation of waste budgeting
with the extent of loss occurring between seed and harvest estimated to be around 50%. This extent of loss is considerably higher than figures suggested by Garnet (2006), stating average losses of approximately 10%.

In this study, human-induced losses were identified within a number of interviews as responsible for harvesting losses which aligns with the findings of Kiaya (2014). However, one interviewee believed that if correct procedures are in place the weather is the leading cause of loss. Hodges et al., (2010) identified that poor storage conditions may result in both quality and weight losses and this was mirrored by one respondent on the impact to potato crops from poor (too cold) storage. The need to meet retailer standards was mentioned frequently, and while no figures were specifically obtained, Stuart (2009, p.102), recognised retailer standards may lead to the rejection of up to 40% of harvested crop. This hierarchy of loss is evident within the account of one interviewee.

**Loss Mitigation**

Another commonly occurring theme arising from the interviews with producers was the mitigation of losses both pre-harvest and post-harvest. Axial coding of loss mitigation revealed seven contributing sub-categories to loss mitigation measures, including:

- active management,
- consumer education,
- alternative markets,
- growing procedure,
- technology,
- natural loss, and
- producer-retailer relationship.

Interviews revealed that active management strategies were frequently used by producers to counteract natural and human induced losses both pre-harvest and post-harvest. Open codes for active management strategies include a number of technical procedures including:

- Orchard design
- Bio controls
- Planting efficiency

Additionally, other codes associated with active management strategies were also identified within interviews linking to managerial procedures:

- Quality assessments
- Procedure re-evaluation
- Time management and efficiency

One interviewee noted the use of quality assessments for the reduction of PHL during picking, particularly for bruised and undersized fruits which do not meet the specification. Procedural re-evaluation strategies were noted within interview 6, whereby producers re-
evaluate their methods of growing crops with the aim of reducing crop and financial losses. However, Costa (2015) illustrated the development level of producers will subsequently affect their ability to use mitigation strategies. This is evident, particularly with smaller producers. The possibility for automation to reduce losses in the future was also briefly discussed. A number of growing procedures were indicated by producers to mitigate loss. A majority of producers highlighted the use of fertilisers and chemicals as well as pesticides and fungicides as a form of crop protection and enhancement. Other methods included the use of 'growbags' to control fungal disease within a strawberry crop.

Interestingly, producers highlighted a variety of alternative markets to which they could send their crop to as an alternative to the retail markets in order to prevent total loss. Unwanted crop used as stock feed was mentioned by 2 interviewees, and a further 2 discussed the use of an anaerobic digestion plant to turn crops into a source of energy. In this case 120 tonnes of feed stock are required to produce 0.5 MWh of energy per day. For fruit growers the juicing industry and cider industries are loss mitigation strategies although relatively small volumes of crop went to juicing in comparison to the volume going to retail sales.

**Technology**

Throughout all interviews with producers, technological innovation was identified as a crucial crop loss mitigation tool. Unsurprisingly, a majority of producers deploy low-tech solutions including manual labour to harvest their crops and to prevent loss from occurring; a laborious and labour intensive process. Where process mechanisation was used (in this case for harvesting rigs and mechanical pruning) losses were reduced. While Bond et al. (2013) noted the benefits of mechanisation, there was little literature to highlight innovation in technology. While technology was seen by the participants to have some positive outcomes, it was also felt that the waste would occur not in the fields, but in the pack-house, resulting in higher transport costs.

Two interviews highlighted genetic enhancements to have led to the reduction in pre-harvest and post-harvest crop loss, and while adoption of new varieties can be a viable business strategy, the limitations with new varieties include reduced pest and disease resistance. Mitigation of loss through genetic enhancements was not identified within literature studied related to this topic, although this may occur within more specialised journals. Changes to storage were identified by all producers as having a positive impact on reducing PHL. The use of cold storage or controlled atmospheres was identified by 5 of the interviewees. Controlled atmospheres can extend the life of a crop from 4-6 weeks (leeks) and for fruit up to a year. The major limitation to more extensive use is cost, both in capital expenditure and running costs. Parfitt et al. (2010) demonstrated a similar viewpoint, noting the substantial investment required to eradicate PHL.

**Relationships**

Relationships between producers and retailers were highlighted as a cause of both pre-harvest and post-harvest crop losses occurring. Retailer buying power was a frequently discussed issue amongst the interviewees, with one noting the supermarkets’ preferences to work with larger, more commercialised growers where economies of scale are used by larger producers to gain contracts with retailers and supermarkets over smaller producers, as noted by Burt (2000). One respondent stated instances of one-sided communications
with supermarkets regarding specifications and waste as a cause of increases of crop loss and waste pre-farm gate. As Dobson (2002) found the supermarket specification significantly favours the customer over the producer. No other producers displayed a negative image of the producer-retailer relationship to the extent demonstrated above, rather stressing the requirement for “healthy relationships,” with retailers and marketing companies to ensure a yearly supply. The interviews demonstrated key merits between the producer-retailer relationship in regards to crop loss, whereby extensive communications and information sharing is used to reduce losses. It was suggested that further work could be done with supermarket staff to mitigate losses, a point not identified within the review as being a supermarket operating procedure issue.

**Retailer Specification**

The specifications set by retailers were identified to be a cause of both pre-harvest and PHL. A common finding arising from interviews was the specification variability between the retailers, although the sentiment was that supermarkets were all in competition so wished to avoid having markedly lower quality produce for sale. Interviewees identified different specifications existing for different markets, particularly higher end supermarkets such as Waitrose, Marks & Spencer’s. The interviews also revealed the flexibility of specifications set by supermarkets, whereby the specification is based on the supply and demand for crops. This was identified for both fruit and vegetable markets within 3 separate interviews, although is absent from the literature.

> “Supermarkets will relax their standards in situations where they are short of fruit; if we are talking about the size or shape, they might relax ... [their standards] ... for a couple of weeks and then they will re-introduce their normal specification after that.”

Size grading was identified as a source of loss for onion crops and reduced payments, due to the requirements for pre-pack produce. This was said to have led to increases in waste in recent years as specifications have evolved. Size grading affected both under and oversized crops. Production audits, including unannounced audits, were used to monitor and compare the performances of producers. The use of such audits was not identified within literature, despite mentions of retailer power. This was linked to the supermarket specifications being loosely based on the DEFRA standards system for the cosmetic quality of the produce. These requirements to meet size and cosmetic requirements of the retailer, and the use of audits illustrate the power of the specification on the producer. Hatanaka et al. (2005) also found that the specifications set by retailers were significantly higher than bodies such as DEFRA.

Interestingly, no literature identified differences in specifications for differing markets, although a majority of the literature looks at the impacts of retailer and processing specifications. All drivers of cause and the impacts arising from the retailer specification can be seen in the conceptual model Figure 2.
Consumer Expectations

The expectations of consumers was a frequently discussed topic within all interviews. One aspect which frequently arose was the aesthetic demands and expectations of consumers for both fruit and vegetable produce. As one interviewee stated “We buy with our eyes. We do expect to have the right shaped product, the right coloured product and the right eating quality.”

Consumers are selective with regards to blemishes, despite produce conforming to the class 1 standards. They want to buy something which represents value for money, and in a condition which will last a reasonable time so that they can eat it without it going to waste. This emphasis on perfection and value for money are inextricably linked to consumer behaviour and buyer power and this can be considered alongside the retailer specification as a cause of crop loss both pre-harvest and post-harvest. Consumer selectivity and demand were also found to be linked to PHL for undersized potatoes, where specifications and oversupply have led to the collapse of prices. In contrast there is the emergence of secondary grade products such as “wonky fruit,” within the retailer markets due to consumer demand and frustration. This was not identified within literature, due to the recent adoption of such produce by retailers and offers a potential area of research for future studies. Producers also noted instances of selling a percentage of their produce directly through consumer-producer networks in addition to retail sales. Interviewee 5 mentioned this network, through the sales of soft fruits to the catering industry and the
general public as a sub-business. The diversity of markets can be seen as a mitigation tool for producers, enabling produce of varying qualities to be sold on, thus reducing PHL.

Two interviewees suggested that losses associated with consumer expectations and demands would be reduced through educational means. Parfitt et al. (2010) found consumer education is required to reduce PHL within the FSC. A conceptual model is illustrated in Figure 3 highlighting the relationships between the recognised causes of pre-farm gate losses identified within the interviews.
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**Commercial Loss**

A number of commercial losses have been identified throughout the interview process arising from crop losses pre-farm gate and also PHL, these have been broken down through four axial codes:

1. Business strategies,
2. Economic forces,
3. Financial cost,
4. Social cost.
Furthermore, due to a lack in literature around the financial and social costs associated with crop loss, no comparisons could be made to other studies looking at the issue. A conceptual model (Figure 4) demonstrates the links of commercial loss, leading to the financial and social costs faced by Fenland producers.

**Business Strategies**

Three interviewees identified measures of cost mitigation in reducing commercial losses. The reduction of hired casual labour was stated by 1 interviewee as a strategy to reduce costs, and it is likely this can be associated with the nature of business in small, family producers where profit margins are likely to be tighter than those of larger more commercialised businesses.

**Economic Forces**

Economic forces were identified to be a significant cause of commercial loss for producers as ex-situ factors. The deflation of food prices within the previous 20 years was identified as significantly contributing to the commercial pressure faced by producers. Additionally, consumer demand was highlighted as an ex-situ factor leading to commercial losses within an interview which illustrated the extent of commercial loss associated with undesirable produce:

“But the thing is that he couldn’t sell … [the undersized produce]… he sold 7 bags out of 20 in 3 weeks and he said he couldn’t get people to buy them when each 25kg bag was priced at £3.”

Poor consumer demand and the price reductions needed to sell them leads to financial loss. Two interviewees noted the difficulty in balancing the cost of production and the price of produce, expressed as a “juggling act,” whereby “if you bring down the quality too low and you bring the price down, there’s no money in it”. The tight cost margins faced by producers are the likely cause of this difficulty.

**Financial Cost**

A frequently shared issue amongst producers was the increasing production costs as rates for energy and labour costs rise. While production was noted to account for a small percentage of financial costs incurred in a larger business, two thirds of the total costs were associated with the processing, marketing and distribution. For smaller producers the cost of labour was identified to account for 45% of total costs. Labour costs may mean it is not economical to harvest lower grade fruit, for example, as it would cost more to pick it than they would get for it. At worst this may lead to the threat of crop rejection as stated by 2 interviewees. The implication of rejection by a retailer due to failure to meet the specification includes the disposal of hundreds of tonnes of waste crop. This rejection of crop is deemed legal since it does not feature on the abusive buying practices listed by Consumers International (2012). The reduction in prices for both undersized and oversized produce may be seen as a punishment resulting from non-conformity to the specification and thus illustrates the power of retailers over producers.
Social Cost

The social costs associated amongst commercial losses to producers as a result of both pre-harvest and post-harvest losses were also identified within the producer interviews. One interviewee identified the need for diversification into additional sources of income as well as to scale-up production; another in contrast presented additional stress factors associated with commercial losses and pre-farm gate losses. This can be linked to ex-situ factors such as the retailer specification and consumer demand (Figure 4), whereby there is demand for
aesthetically perfect crops. Furthermore, job losses were identified as potential social costs by 2 interviewees whereby mechanisation and the use of automation would eradicate jobs.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Interviews with producers found natural causes to be a significant cause of crop loss, particularly from disease and rots as a result of poor weather conditions, identifying up to 100% crop loss. Producers identified the extensive use of mitigation measures including managerial and technological measures to reduce crop loss. Furthermore, the study found human-induced losses to be rather insignificant in scale in comparison to natural losses. These were seen to be mitigated through the use of active management and staff training.

This study found the role of the retailer to be a significant cause of both pre-harvest and post-harvest crop loss. Previous literature has predominantly looked at the consumer causes of post-harvest crop loss, however, this study found a clear link between the retailer and crop loss arising from retailer buyer power and product differentiation.

Furthermore, the study identified the need for greater producer-retailer communication to reduce the asymmetrical relationships currently present within the FSC. Interviews identified that the preferential treatment towards consumers by supermarkets is detrimental to producers, and is related to the demand for higher quality produce to outperform other retail competition. This competition and differentiation was identified as a direct cause of post-harvest crop loss and the creation of waste arising from aesthetic quality, accounting for 25% of crop loss in some cases.

Additionally, the study identified consumer demand to significantly influence retailer specifications and vice versa, wherein consumers are only willing to purchase aesthetically perfect fresh fruit and vegetables from retailers. However, despite supermarkets introducing schemes such as “wonky” produce, the study identified producers were unwilling to grow this, due to the financial loss arising from sales at reduced prices.

Instead, producers displayed a preference for growing higher grade produce despite the potential crop losses associated with this. The need for consumer education was highlighted by producers as the key for the reduction in post-harvest crop losses in the future.

Considerable financial losses were identified, arising from increasing production costs and reductions in retail prices for produce. Furthermore, social losses and commercial loss were found to be inextricably linked. Social impacts identified included stress and job losses, leading to further income diversification and scaling-up production. This illustrated the extent to which producers in Fenland are affected by the standards imposed by retailers and demonstrates the need for change.

**Further Recommendations**

The impacts on producers arising from crop losses are still relatively unknown due to the geographical area of study and small sample size and the results generated within this study are not representative of other areas within the UK. This study has the potential to illustrate the socio-economic impacts faced by producers within other areas in the UK. Further studies are warranted to enable the comparison into the causes of crop loss amongst producers in the UK. This is needed to identify the full extent and impact of crop
loss induced by retailers, through buyer power and specifications; to reduce the impact of crop loss and move towards greater sustainability.
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